We present an extended model for B clustering in crystalline or in preamorphized Si and with validity under conditions below and above the equilibrium solid solubility limit of B in Si. This model includes boron-interstitial clusters (BICs) with B n I m configurations-complexes with n B atoms and m Si interstitials-larger (n > 4), and eventually more stable, than those included in previous models. In crystalline Si, the formation and dissolution pathways into large BICs configurations require high B concentration and depend on the flux of Si interstitials. In the presence of high Si interstitial flux, large BICs with a relatively large number of interstitials (m ! n) are formed, dissolving under relatively low thermal budgets. On the contrary, for low Si interstitial flux large BICs with few interstitials (m ( n) can form, which are more stable than small BICs, and whose complete dissolution requires very intense thermal budgets. We have also investigated the kinetics of large BICs in preamorphized Si, both experimentally and theoretically. B was implanted at a highdose into preamorphized Si, and the B precipitation was studied by transmission electron microscopy and by sheet resistance and Hall measurement techniques. A simplified model for B clustering and redistribution in amorphous Si is proposed, including the experimental value for the B diffusivity in amorphous Si and the energetics of BICs. Our model suggests that B 2 , B 3 I, B 4 I and B 4 I 2 clusters are the most energetically favored configurations, with relative abundance depending on B concentration. After recrystallization, thermal anneals up to 1100 C evidence that BICs evolve under very low flux of Si interstitials under the particular experimental conditions considered. Simulations indicate that for very high B concentrations and low Si interstitial flux a significant fraction of the initial small BICs evolves into larger and very stable BIC configurations that survive even after intense thermal budgets, as confirmed by energy filtered transmission electron microscopy analyses. The correlation between simulations and Hall measurements on these samples suggest that hole mobility is significantly degraded by the presence of a high concentration of
I. INTRODUCTION
The progressive miniaturization of Si-based complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) devices increasingly demands a large number of technological challenges that make the fabrication of integrated circuits very complex. At the junction level, the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) indicates as one of the most challenging requirements the fabrication of ultrashallow source/drain (S/D) extension regions and extremely high electrically active doping levels in order to control short-channel effects (SCE) and maximize drive current for higher switching speed. 1 Junctions are generally formed by ion implantation as this is a conventional and well established technique to introduce dopants in semiconductors in a controlled way. Particularly challenging is the fabrication of highly electrically active p þ /n junctions. For that purpose B is implanted in Si at very high doses, resulting in B concentrations that significantly exceed its equilibrium solid solubility limit (s.l.) in Si. 2 As a consequence of such a high B concentration as well as the lattice damage resulting from ion implantation, electrically inactive boron-interstitial clusters (BICs) are formed, making the fabrication of low-resistivity junctions difficult. [3] [4] [5] In fact, when B is implanted in crystalline Si the formation of BICs is difficult to avoid because they form rapidly, 4, 5 leading to active B concentration levels well below equilibrium solid solubility (s.l.). BICs dissolution (and thus, B reactivation) generally requires the use of high thermal budgets, but this process is accompanied by significant B diffusion. 6 The difficult trade-off between maximum dopant activation and shallow and abrupt junction formation becomes more and more challenging as device dimensions shrink. The increasingly demand for highly doped and ultra-shallow junctions has extended the use of low-temperature solid phase epitaxial regrowth (SPER) of preamorphized Si since it has been proved to result in metastable high activation levels of B (up to concentrations typically around 1.5-3.0 Â 10 20 B/cm 3 , well above the equilibrium s.l. at the low temperatures typically used in this technique) with minimal dopant diffusion. 7, 8 This approach also benefits from the complete suppression of channeling of B beams, since it is implanted in amorphous Si. For B concentrations higher than this metastable value complete electrical activation is not possible and, as a result, BICs are formed in the preamorphized region after SPER. 7, 8 Moreover, after SPER residual end-of-range (EOR) defects beyond the amorphous-crystalline interface may remain if the thermal budget is too low, which is known to degrade dopant activation (through the growth of BICs resulting from SPER) and junction depth during subsequent thermal annealing. 5, 7, 8 Therefore, a deep understanding of mechanisms associated to the formation and dissolution of BICs is essential to control and optimize B electrical activation in both crystalline and preamorphized Si in order to improve device performances. Some not negligible gaps still remain opened between the experimental evidences of BICs and their modeling, such as the BIC size, their formation in the amorphous Si and transition into crystalline Si, or their effects on the electrical properties. Thus, a significant revision of the previous modeling for B clustering in Si is required.
Mechanisms for B clustering in crystalline Si have been extensively analyzed in the literature and several models have been proposed, based on theoretical calculations [9] [10] [11] [12] or inverse modeling over experimental data. 4, 5 Those models for BICs were based on the formation of complexes of B atoms and interstitials (Is) that generally contain only few B atoms (typically from one up to four B atoms associated to Is) since no direct experimental evidences of large size clusters were available. However, quite large BICs have been recently detected by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analyses under conditions of very high B concentrations. 13, 14 Based on weak-beam-dark-field (WBDF) investigations, Cristiano et al. have reported experimental data based on high-dose ultra-low energy B implants in crystalline Si that evidenced the formation of large BICs after a low-temperature annealing that disappeared after high temperature spike anneals. 13 Boninelli et al. presented studies focusing on the thermal evolution of BICs formed by Si implantation in crystalline Si samples containing a buried, highly doped B profile and they also showed large BIC formation. 14 Moreover, similar experiments reported by De Salvador et al. revealed the existence of two main kinetics paths for BICs dissolution, a faster dissolution path and a slower one. 15 They suggested that small BICs undergo the faster dissolution path whereas large and more stable BICs would be subject to the slower dissolution path. As a consequence, current models for BICs need to be extended in order to include the possibility of growth into these larger and eventually more stable configurations of BICs.
The situation when B is implanted in preamorphized Si is significantly different than in crystalline Si. Experimental secondary-ion-mass spectrometry (SIMS) profiles evidence an immobilization of B atoms for concentrations above $2 Â 10 20 B/cm 3 after low temperature SPER. 7, 8 At the same time, lower B concentrations show B diffusion in amorphous Si during recrystallization. 16 Moreover, sheet resistance measurements after low temperature recrystallization are also consistent with maximum levels of B activation of around $2 Â 10 20 B/cm 3 . 7, 8 All these observations support the hypothesis of formation of immobile BICs in amorphous Si at B concentrations higher than that limit value, as experimentally verified by De Salvador et al. 17 By using theoretical calculations, Mattoni and Colombo have characterized the formation kinetics of some BICs during recrystallization and found that B 2 I, B 3 I and B 4 I 2 configurations could play the major role in the evolution of recrystallized B-doped Si. 18 However, there are still some uncertainties about the configurations of BICs after recrystallization and the kinetics of their nucleation in amorphous Si is generally not modeled in detail.
Although such BICs could have a not negligible effect on the mobility of charge carriers, still it has been disregarded. Generally the assessment of the electrically active dopant dose (N a ) is based on the experimental determination of the sheet resistance (R S ) usually by four-point probe measurements, through the following expression:
where q is the elementary charge and l p represents the hole mobility. In such a way, it is assumed that l p only depends on the electrically active dopant concentration. 19 Therefore, the evolution of N a is commonly understood in terms of the evolution of R S , showing an inverse trend, whereas changes in l p are considered practically negligible for the variation of dopant concentration that typically occurs in experiments. 8 Alternatively, both the N a and l p values can be experimentally directly determined by using Hall measurements. Hall concentration and Hall mobility values could be converted into carrier concentration and drift mobility, respectively, by using the appropriate Hall scattering factor (r H ). 20 As we will show in this article, this type of measurements suggests that the previously mentioned assumption, which considers negligible changes in l p , could be erroneous under very high B concentration conditions.
In this article we use atomistic simulations to gain physical understanding of the mechanisms associated to B clustering that leads to B deactivation in Si in highly B-doped junctions both in crystalline and preamorphized Si. In our model we simulate ion implantation using the binary collision approximation, and the kinetics and interactions of dopants and defects through a non-lattice kinetic Monte Carlo code. As described in previous works, 4, 5, 21 parameters that define the atomic interactions, such as diffusivities, binding energies, capture radius, etc., are derived from theoretical calculations [9] [10] [11] [12] [22] [23] [24] or dedicated experiments. 4, 5, 25, 26 In this article we focus in the novel aspects of our B clustering model which is proposed in order to account for the experimentally observed growth of small BICs into larger BIC configurations under very high B concentration conditions. In order to evaluate the validity and implications of the proposed model, we have analyzed different experiments reported in the literature in which the formation of large BICs has been postulated for high B concentration profiles in crystalline Si under different damage conditions. Furthermore, we present for the first time experimental evidences of formation of large and observable BICs for high B concentration profiles implanted in preamorphized Si. The analysis of these new experimental data combined with kinetic Monte Carlo simulations suggest that hole mobility could be largely affected by the presence of BICs.
In the following section, the model extension for large BICs in crystalline Si is presented and compared with literature data. In Sec. III, a novel experiment evidencing the formation of BICs in amorphous Si and their transition to the recrystallized Si as well as their posterior evolution during subsequent anneals is reported together with a proper model, paying also attention to the effect of BICs on the hole mobility.
II. BICs KINETICS IN CRYSTALLINE SILICON: AN EXTENDED MODEL FOR LARGE BICs
Previous models for B clustering included complexes of n B atoms and m Is, B n I m , that contain only few atoms, generally up to four B atoms and several I defects. 4, 5, [9] [10] [11] [12] However, recent experiments have evidenced the formation of BICs larger than generally assumed (even observable by electron microscopy techniques) if B concentrations higher than $10 20 B/cm 3 are present. [13] [14] [15] Experiments also indicate that these "observable" BICs could be very stable under some particular conditions. 14, 15 For this reason, we have developed a new extended model for BICs, which includes larger BICs than those considered in previous models. Such a model will be presented in the next Sec. II A, while it will be applied to literature experimental data dealing with large BICs containing few (Sec. II B) or many (Sec. II C) Is.
A. Physical modeling
Based on experimental evidences we proposed the existence of two main species of BICs: the small BICs included in previous models (n 4) and a new type of larger BICs (n > 4) that only form in the presence of very high B concentrations and that eventually could be very stable. Schematic diagrams of Fig. 1 include the energetics of the several BIC configurations ( Fig. 1(a) ) and the main features of the proposed model ( Fig. 1(b) ). These energies, E tot (B n I m ), are referred to the perfect lattice, thus configurations with low energy correspond to more stable defects whereas configurations with high energy are associated to less stable defects. These energies have been obtained by fitting models to different sets of experimental data and taking main indications of theoretical calculations as a reference. [9] [10] [11] [12] Oblique (red) and vertical (blue) arrows represent in our model the formation/dissolution paths for the different B n I m configurations through the trapping/emission of mobile species boroninterstitial (B i ) and Si interstitial (I), respectively, controlled by the following reactions:
Based on these reactions, adding a B i pair or an I to a preexisting B n I m cluster entails a reduction in the energy of the overall system given by the following expressions, respectively:
where E tot (I) represent the formation energy of the free Si Is whose value is 3.8 eV in our model, according to theoretical calculations. 22, 25 Negative values for these energies indicate that a barrier for the trapping of the particular mobile specie from the B n I m cluster exists. In contrast, positive values indicate that the trapping of the particular mobile specie is energetically favorable, and the higher is the energy value the more stable the resulting BIC is. For example, the addition of an I to B 7 I 5 is highly favored since the energy of B 7 I 6 is only 0.3 eV larger than that for B 7 I 5 , so the energy balance gives þ 3.5 eV.
In order to provide a description of the features of the model we have defined four main regions. Region SB (Small BICs) corresponds to configurations included in our previous model for small BICs (n < 4) whereas regions Large BICsLow Interstitial (LBLI), Large BICs-Barrier (LBB) and Large BICs-High Interstitial (LBHI) represent different regions within BIC configurations with larger number of B atoms. In order to limit the number of parameters in the model, we have considered large BICs up to eight B atoms. 27 Experimental observations indicated that large BICs only form in the presence of very high B concentrations (well above equilibrium solid solubility) whereas for low and medium B concentrations the BIC evolution follows a classical pathway. 15 In order to make our model compatible with previous works for low and medium B concentrations we propose the existence of intermediate BIC configurations (B 5 I m ) among the small BICs included in previous models and large BICs, being these intermediate configurations less energetically favored. For this purpose, we consider that energies of B 5 I m configurations are relatively higher than those for B 4 I mÀ1 configurations. Thus the probability of growing of small BICs through the forward reaction B 4 I m þ B i $ B 5 I mþ1 is very low, preventing the formation of large BICs for low and medium B concentrations. Only in the presence of very high B concentrations, BICs could evolve toward large BICs. Figure 1(b) schematizes the main characteristics of the four different regions considered in our model. Gray and white arrows distinguish between growth and dissolution paths, respectively, whereas solid and dashed arrows indicate high and low probability paths, respectively. Main features associated to these regions are described below.
• Region SB corresponds to our previous model for BICs, which includes configurations up to four B atoms whose validity was demonstrated in several previous works for low and medium B concentration profiles under diverse experimental conditions. 5 Other authors reported slightly different values for the energetic of small BICs although they agree on the overall description of the system. [9] [10] [11] [12] The mechanisms for BIC formation and dissolution within the small BICs region in our model have been described in a previous work. 5 Note that small BICs with large amount of Is (dashed region in Fig. 1(b) ) have very high energy in the model and thus, are quite unstable and have very low probability to form. Concerning the evolution from small to large BIC regions, note that the growth into configurations within the LBB region described by Eq. (2) is not energetically favored according to Eq. (4) (since negative values are obtained). The evolution from small BICs toward regions LBHI and LBLI (described in the following), and thus, the growth into these regions is possible according to Eq. (4), although only in the presence of high B concentrations (since in general the E bind Bi values are not very high).
• Region LBHI includes large BICs with large amount of Is.
These BICs could form rapidly under high B concentration conditions in the presence of a high flux of Si Is (as it occurs for instance during high-dose low-energy B implantation). Within region LBHI, configurations with m > n have relatively high total energy (thus, these configurations are quite unstable). Moreover, the evolution within region LBHI toward configurations with m n by the emission of Is entails an energy increase (given by Eq. (5)) generally higher than the emission of B i (given by Eq. (4)), which makes the emission of B i more likely than the emission of Is. Note also that the evolution from region LBHI toward region LBB by the emission of Is entails a significant energy increase which makes this evolution very improbable. All these features favor the formation of large BIC configurations with n % m. Since these large BIC configurations have relatively high energies in the model, once they form they could easily evolve toward small BICs through B i emission at relatively low thermal budgets. This is compatible with experimental observations reported by Cristiano et al. in which a high-dose low-energy B implant in crystalline Si created a high B concentration profile overlapping with a highly damaged region that contain a high concentration of Si interstitials. 13 These experiments evidenced a rapid formation of large BICs, visible by WBDF imaging after 650 C, 10 s annealing, which become undetectable by WBDF after high temperature spike anneals.
• Region LBLI includes large BICs with low amount of Is (m ( n). These configurations could form under high B concentration conditions in the presence of a low flux of Si Is, whether by the interaction of low Si interstitial content B 4 I m configurations with B i pairs (through forward reaction Eq. (2)) or by the emission of Is from configurations of region LBB (through reverse reaction Eq. (3)). These configurations are characterized for very low total energies. Therefore, these BICs are quite stable and their dissolution requires intense thermal budgets. This is compatible with experiments reported by De Salvador et al. that suggested the formation of very stable large BICs for high B concentration B marker layers that do not overlap with a high damage region resulting from a Si implant (thus, B atoms are in the presence of a low flux of Si Is). 15 They showed that large BICs formed under these conditions could be more stable than usual small BICs, and they could even survive after very intense anneals, which causes a slowing down in the BIC dissolution rate when larger BICs are present.
• Region LBB includes large BICs with intermediate amount of Is. This region represents a set of configurations among regions LBHI and LBLI that have relatively low probability to form, as discussed before. Thus, this region could be considered as a sort of barrier that makes the evolution from less stable configurations of the region LBHI toward more stable configurations of the region LBLI (through the emission of Is) difficult. Thus, BICs in region LBHI tend to return to small BICs of region SB rather than evolving toward configurations within region LBB. This is compatible with experimental observations reported by Cristiano et al. which evidence that large BICs dissolve after a high temperature spike annealing without the need of intense anneals as it would be required if BICs had evolved toward configurations within region LBLI. 13 Note that the evolution into configurations within the region LBB only has significant probability in term of energetics from configurations within the region LBLI by forward reactions Eq. (2) and Eq. (3). However, these configurations tend to emit Is quickly in order to evolve toward more stable configurations of the region LBLI.
B. Large BICs with low I content
In order to evaluate the new model including large BICs, we firstly investigate the formation and dissolution mechanisms of BICs induced by Si ion implantation into samples with substitutional B profiles at concentrations either below or above s.l. (at 815 C s.l. . Then, a first rapid thermal annealing step at 815 C for 5 min was performed (using a 50 C/s ramp-up rate) in order to investigate the formation and eventual growth of BICs. Later, all samples were given an additional second annealing step at 900 C in order to analyze the subsequent evolution and eventual dissolution of BICs formed during the first annealing step. These experimental conditions allow us to investigate the evolution of BICs for different B concentration profiles in the presence of a low flux of Si Is, since the highly damaged region created by the Si implant does not overlap with the initially substitutional B profile. C for all samples. 15 These values were normalized to the clustered B dose resulting from the first annealing step at 815 C (B BIC,0 ). Experimental data were extracted by De Salvador et al. from the SIMS profiles 15 by using the fitting procedure described in Ref. 28 . Along with these extracted values we include in Fig. 2 the simulated values for the total clustered dose (solid lines) as well as the simulated dose of B atoms stored in large BICs (dashed lines) resulting from the second annealing step at 900 C (note that large BICs are not obtained in simulations for sample S1). All values extracted from simulations were also normalized to the simulated clustered B dose obtained just after the first annealing step process for each respective sample. As discussed in Ref. 15 experimental data reveals that whereas the BIC dissolution in sample S1 (triangles) is well described by a single exponential decay, samples S2 (circles) and S3 (squares) clearly present two stages in the dissolution. The first stage is quite fast, whereas the second stage is much slower and involves a smaller fraction of the initial clustered dose B BIC,0 . Moreover, in the case of sample S3, the fraction of the clustered B dissolving through the slower process is much higher, and the dissolution rate is very similar to the slowly dissolving BICs of the sample S2.
Simulations performed by using our previous model for BICs (not shown in the figure), which only include BICs up to four B atoms, are unable to reproduce the complete set of experimental data. Thus, simulations using the previous model lead to results similar to experiments for sample S1. However, for samples S2 and S3 simulations performed by using our previous model for BICs lead to initial clustered doses smaller than those obtained by experiments. Moreover, resulting BICs dissolve with only a fast decay rate in simulations performed with our previous model, i.e., they do not predict the slow dissolution rate and, as a result, BICs completely dissolve faster than expected. In contrast, our extended model for B clustering, which includes large BICs, allows us to reproduce experimental data for all samples as it can be seen in Fig. 2 . Simulations indicate that the first annealing step at 815 C fully dissolves the Si interstitial and vacancy defects and injects Si Is toward the B box which interact with B atoms causing the formation of BICs in all samples. Simulations show that only a small fraction of the total B dose evolve to BICs, due to these particular conditions in which the B profile do not overlap the high damage region resulting from the Si implant. Thus, the Si interstitial supersaturation set by the implant damage lead to clustered doses of 6.5 Â 10 13 (S3), 2.2 Â 10 13 (S2) and 4.6 Â 10 12 B BIC /cm 2 (S1) after the first annealing step at 815 C (in agreement with reported experimental values 15 ), which implies around 17%, 27%, and 33% of the total B dose, respectively. Our simulations also show that no large BICs are formed in sample S1, due to the low B concentration. Thus, the decrease of the clustered dose during the second annealing step at 900 C for S1 is only controlled by the dissolution of small BICs, mainly by the emission of B i from B 3 I clusters (with an activation energy $3.8 eV, in agreement with experimental observations 15 ). In fact, it is worthy to note that simulation results obtained by the full extended B clustering model for sample S1 were almost identical to those obtained with our previous model for BICs, without including large BICs (not shown in the figure). In contrast, for samples S2 and S3 simulations show that Si Is injected from the damaged region (during the first annealing step at 815 C) lead to the growth of small BICs, and that a fraction of them evolves into large and more stable BICs (around 25 and 50% of B BIC,0 for samples S2 and S3, respectively).
In order to gain a deeper insight into situations in which large BICs are involved we represent in Fig. 3 the evolution of the doses of electrically active B, Si Is stored in Si interstitial defects, B atoms and Is stored in BICs (both small and large BICs) and B atoms and Is stored in large BICs, all of them extracted from the simulation for sample S3. Figure 3(a) includes the evolution during the Si implant, whereas Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) plot the evolution during first and second step anneals at 815 C and 900 C, respectively. Figure 3(a) shows that, during the Si implantation process, excess Si Is evolve to Si interstitial defects (small Si interstitial clusters) and that, at the same time, a small fraction of the initially active B atoms ($15%) grow into small BICs. Since the highly damaged region resulting from the Si implant (Si Is and vacancies) does not overlap with the B profile, the formation of BICs occurs through the injection of Si Is coming from the damage region to the B profile. According to previous work, under these conditions the flux of Si Is is not enough to form BICs with a high interstitial content. 5 In fact, Fig. 3(a) shows that the dose of Is trapped in BICs is significantly smaller than the dose of B atoms in BICs, indicating that BICs are formed through the low interstitial content pathway. 5 As a result, after the Si implant around 85% of BICs are in the form of B 2 I m , most of them as B 2 I (which form by reaction B þ B i ! B 2 I).
During the first annealing step at 815 C ( Fig. 3(b) ) BICs tend to grow toward configurations with larger amount of B atoms at the same time that Si interstitial defects dissolve. Thus, after the ramp up of the first annealing step (dashed line in Fig. 3(b) ), the percentages of B 3 I m , B 4 I m and B n>4 I m configurations are around 9%, 60%, and 31%, respectively. Again these configurations have a low Si interstitial content (m < 3). In particular small BICs are mainly in the form of B 3 I, B 4 I and B 4 I 2 whereas large BICs are in the form of B n and B n I configurations, i.e., very stable large BICs of the region LBLI in Fig. 1 . This is also in agreement with experimental findings. TEM analyses performed on those samples, linked to experimental extraction of the Si Is flux, revealed that the average composition of these BICs results to be shifted toward B rich precipitates. Fig. 1 ). This partial evolution toward large configurations is possible due to the presence of high B concentrations and the flux of Si Is coming from Si interstitial defects. However, as the annealing temperature slightly increases during the ramp up to the target temperature, these large configurations quickly return to small BICs, as discussed in Sec. II A. On the other hand, simulations show that the eventual injection of vacancies from the damage region favors the evolution of some B 4 I m toward configurations without Is which easily evolve toward more stable configurations within the region LBLI of BICs (through forward reaction Eq. (2)). Thus, at the end of the ramp up of the first annealing step a considerable dose of B atoms are stored in large BICs that contain a dose of Is significantly smaller. Moreover, Si interstitial defects have practically dissolved, which leads to a significant reduction in the flux of Si Is. As a result, these more stable BICs formed during the ramp up easily grow during the annealing at 815 C toward larger and very stable BICs within region LBLI through reactions B n I þ B i ! B nþ1 I 2 ! B nþ1 I (since B n I 2 configurations emit Is rapidly, as discussed in Sec. II A). Thus, after the first annealing step at 815 C around a 50% of clustered B atoms are stored in large BICs as it can be observed in Fig. 3(b) . On the other hand, small BICs tend to evolve during the annealing at 815 C toward B 3 I which is a quite stable configuration in the model. As a result, after the first annealing step at 815 C around 30% of total BIC configurations are large BICs (mainly in the form of B n and B n I configurations) whereas a 70% of BICs are in the form of B 3 I. Finally, during the second annealing step at 900 C (Fig. 3(c) ), the initial fast decay of B atoms stored in BICs corresponds to the dissolution of small BICs, whereas the dose of large BICs remains almost constant. Once small BICs fully dissolve the BIC dissolution rate is controlled by the evolution of very stable large BICs of the region LBLI. As a result, once small BICs completely dissolve the dissolution rate of BICs significantly slows down.
C. Large BICs with high I content
Formation of BICs larger than conventionally considered has been also reported by Cristiano et al. under quite different conditions. 13 In those experiments, crystalline Si samples were implanted with 500 eV B ions to a dose of 1 Â 10 15 B/cm 2 (typical conditions required for the formation of ultra-shallow and extremely highly doped p þ /n junctions). Subsequent to a 650 C 10 s pre-stabilization annealing step (using a 50 C/s ramp-up rate), samples were then spike annealed at 1050 C and 1100 C using a 250 C/s ramp-up rate. Under these experimental conditions the situation is quite different from the one previously analyzed since the highly damaged region (Si Is and vacancies) resulting from the B implant overlaps with the implanted high B concentration profile. Figure 4 shows the B profiles obtained after the implantation process and after the 1050 C and 1100 C spike anneals (including the prestabilization annealing step at 650 C) extracted from simulations performed with the extended model for BICs. Simulations evidence the presence of a characteristic B concentration peak at a depth of $2 nm, in agreement to experiments, typically associated to the formation of BICs. For more intense thermal budget, the B concentration peak decreases and the tail region of the B profile broadens, similarly to experimental SIMS profiles. 13 for 1050 C and 1100 C spike anneals, 13 respectively, whereas simulations lead to B peak concentrations of 9.9 Â 10 20 and 6.7 Â 10 20 B/cm 3 . In order to obtain a better understanding of this situation we include in Fig. 5 the simulated evolution of the doses of electrically active B, Si Is stored in Si interstitial defects, B atoms and Is stored in BICs (both small and large BICs) and B atoms and Is stored in large BICs, all of them extracted from the simulation of the sample spike annealed at 1050 C. C and 1100 C using a 250 C/s ramp-up rate. Simulations evidence the presence of a characteristic B concentration peak at a depth of $2 nm, in agreement to experiments [13] , typically associated to the formation of BICs. As the thermal budget increases, the B concentration peak decreases and the tail region of the B profile broadens, similarly to experimental SIMS profiles [13] .
During the B implant, a significant dose of B is already immobilized in BICs, as occurred in simulations performed by using previous models for BICs. 5 It can be observed that the Si interstitial dose trapped in BICs is higher than the B dose retained in BICs. This indicates that BICs with a high Si interstitial content have been formed. A fraction of the initial Si Is is also stored in Si self-interstitial defects (small and medium Si interstitial clusters) during the implant, but this amount is significantly lower than the dose of Is in BICs due to the presence of a very high B concentration. This is consistent to experimental observations indicating that the formation of large f113g interstitial defects is inhibited in the presence of high B concentrations. 29 It can be also observed that large BICs are also formed during the B implant, in agreement to experimental observations which shows that large BICs form quickly. 13 The dose of Is trapped in large BICs is also higher than the dose of B atoms stored in BICs which evidence that the large BICs formed in this simulation are rich in Is (mainly B n I m with m!n, contained in the region LBHI in Fig. 1 ). No big changes are observed during the temperature ramp up (at 50 C/s) and annealing at 650 C ( Fig.  5(b) ). Some emission of Si Is from interstitial defects is observed which leads to a reverse annealing behavior that causes additional B deactivation by the growth of existing BICs. Moreover, a loss of Is stored in BICs occurs due to some emission of Is from BICs as well as the eventual interaction of BICs with vacancies. During the spike annealing at 1050 C, Si interstitial defects quickly dissolve, even during the temperature ramp up (at 250 C/s, up to 1.6 s). On the other hand, BICs tend to emit Is, as it can be observed in the rapid decrease of the Is trapped in BICs. Furthermore, BICs also start to emit B i resulting in a decrease of the clustered B dose and the consequent increase of the substitutional (active) B dose. Simulations show that the initial decrease in the interstitial clustered dose is faster than the decrease in the B clustered dose. According to our model, the faster decrease in the dose of Is trapped in BICs is due to a faster emission of Is from small BICs than B i , resulting in small BICs with fewer Is than B atoms. However, in the case of large BICs the decrease in the dose of Is trapped in BICs practically follows the decrease of B atoms stored in BICs. This is due to the relatively quick emission of B i from these large BICs of the region LBHI that, as discussed in Sec. II A, easily return to small BIC configurations even at relatively low temperatures. Once the density of large BICs significantly decreases, B activation is mainly controlled by the dissolution of small BICs. The dissolution pathway for small BICs follows the reverse reactions in the low Si interstitial content pathway as occurred in previous models. 5 As a result of high temperature spike anneals a significant dose of B atoms activate through the dissolution of small BICs, leading to the experimentally observed decrease in the B peak concentration.
Simulations are able to capture main phenomena extracted from experiments reported in the literature by Cristiano et al. 13 In fact, WBDF images reported by these authors evidenced the formation of many observable BICs (that contain both B and Is) after the first annealing step at low temperature. In addition, although the characteristic immobile peak associated to BICs were still detected by SIMS after high temperature spike anneals (since an immobile characteristic B peak was still observed), these BICs were no observed by WBDF imaging, indicating that their size probably decreased below the detection limit. Note that, at least in our simulations, some large BICs are still present after high temperature spike annealing (mainly large configurations within the region LBLI) but the density of these large BICs is very small and it could be practically negligible to be seen in experiments.
III. BICs KINETICS IN PREAMOPHIZED SILICON: EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND MODELING
Although the formation of BICs with sizes larger than generally assumed has been observed under different experimental conditions (detected by electron microscopy techniques), to our knowledge all of them considered crystalline Si samples. The use of preamorphized Si samples is increasingly more demanded for the fabrication of ultrashallow and extremely highly doped junctions. Therefore, a possible identification and understanding of experimental conditions in which very stable large BICs could form in preamorphized Si becomes crucial from a technological point of view. This could establish experimental conditions that should be avoided in order to prevent the formation of large and very stable configurations that could be very difficult to dissolve even at very high temperature anneals.
The implant energies and fluences typically used in preamorphizing implants for the fabrication of ultra-shallow junctions are such as the EOR defects region beyond the amorphous/crystalline interface is very close to the B profile. 7, 8 The realization of subsequent anneals after recrystallization leads to B deactivation and diffusion. 5, 7, 8 However, experiments and simulations do not evidence any significant formation of observable large BICs under these experimental conditions. Experiments included in Sec. III A evidence that the evolution of small BICs in preamorphized Si toward very stable large BICs is possible under conditions where the EOR defect region is placed so far from the B profile that the flux of Si Is toward the B profile is very low. The results of the experiments will be interpreted in terms of BIC formation in amorphous Si and transition to the crystalline phase (Sec. III B) and subsequent evolution as usual in crystalline Si (Sec. III C), with further details on the evidenced deleterious effect of BICs on the hole mobility.
A. Experimental
Experiments were performed on n-type, Si Czochralski (100) wafers (resistivity 1.5-4 X cm). A pre-amorphization implant (PAI) was performed at liquid nitrogen (LN 2 ) temperature with 500 keV, 30 for HB samples. Implanted B profiles and p-n junctions were entirely contained within 250 nm from the surface. Then, rapid thermal anneals (RTA) at 700 C were performed under N 2 flux to induce fully recrystallization of the preamorphized layers. To investigate the evolution of the active B dose and BICs during post-regrowth anneals as a function of time after SPER, we annealed the samples at 850 C or 1000 C for times ranging from 1 to 10 000 s. Sheet resistance (R S ) was measured by four-point probe technique whereas Hall effect was used to determine the Hall active dose (N H ) and the Hall mobility (l H ). These measurements were affected by an error of about 5%. The active B dose (N a ) and the carrier mobility (l p ) were computed as follows: kV JEOL JEM 2010 F energy filtered transmission electron microscopy (EFTEM) equipped with a Gatan Image Filter was used to observe the thermal evolution of defects present in the sample and their chemical composition. This system consists of a conventional TEM coupled with an electron energy loss spectrometer.
B. Physical modeling
Prior to the analysis of experimental and simulation data we should make some considerations about modeling. The kinetics of the nucleation of BICs in amorphous Si is generally not modeled in detail. In turn, it is usually assumed as the initial conditions after SPER that BICs appear above 2 Â 10 20 B/cm 3 as evidenced from experimental data. 7, 8 Obviously, the evolution of B activation and BICs during anneals after recrystallization is strongly dependent on the particular BIC configurations considered as starting conditions. Previous simulation work concluded that initial BICs after recrystallization should not contain a high amount of Is. 5, 31 Otherwise, B deactivation and subsequent reactivation that takes place during subsequent anneals after SPER will occur faster than experimentally observed and, as a result, excessive broadening of B profiles would be also obtained. Moreover, simulations previously reported in the literature, in which B profiles with concentrations up to 5 Â 10 20 B/cm 3 were considered, 31 suggested that B 2 , B 3 , and B 3 I clusters could be the most predominant configurations resulting after recrystallization. On the other hand, theoretical calculations reported by Mattoni and Colombo have characterized the formation kinetics of some BICs during recrystallization and found that BIC configurations with different sizes could appear during the evolution of recrystallized B-doped Si. In particular, these authors found that B 2 I, B 3 I, and B 4 I 2 configurations could play the major role in recrystallized B-doped layers. 18 Thus, a possible scenario for BICs after recrystallization could be based on the formation in amorphous Si of diverse BIC configurations that are transferred to crystalline Si in the most stable configurations compatible with the energetics included in Fig. 1 . Moreover, it is feasible that starting conditions for BICs after recrystallization could depend on B concentration. In fact, if we assumed a randomized B atoms distribution, the probability of two, three, or four B atoms being placed at a second neighbor distance in the Si lattice depends on B concentration. In addition, B diffusivity in amorphous Si was shown to be several orders of magnitude larger than in crystalline Si. 32 In order to test this possibility, we considered theoretical 30 nm wide box-shaped and initially fully active B profiles with different B concentrations (higher than typical upper limit to active B concentration, 2 Â 10 20 B/cm experimental value recently reported in the literature for the migration energy of B in amorphous Si (3.0 eV). 32 A typical low-temperature SPER annealing at 650 C for 5 s was subsequently applied in all cases which would be enough to fully regrow a 30 nm wide theoretical amorphous layer. These theoretical simulations are a rough simplification of the actual situation since it is considered that all B atoms could diffuse during the whole recrystallization process with the assigned diffusivity. Thus, it does not account for the transition from amorphous to crystal for B atoms during the regrowth. However, this simplification could provide us a rough estimation of the size distribution of BICs in terms of number of B atoms per BIC (according to the distribution of B atoms) after recrystallization. Figure 6 includes the simulated electrically active B concentration and the ratio of "groups" with two, three, or four B atoms as a function of B concentration obtained under these theoretical conditions. The probability of having larger groups is practically negligible and for this reason groups with more than four B atoms are not considered in our analysis. Simulations lead to an electrically active B concentration around 2 Â 10 20 B/cm 3 , in very good agreement with the experimental reported value for low-temperature SPER. 7, 8 Regarding the ratio of the different "groups" of B atoms, simulations show that the group of two B atoms has the highest probability at the lower B concentration. As B concentration increases "groups" containing three or four B atoms become more likely. Obviously, as mentioned before, once these "groups" are transferred to crystalline Si BICs resulting after SPER should be compatible with energies included in Fig. 1 . According to our B clustering model, B 2 , B 3 I, B 4 I, and B 4 I 2 are the configurations with lower energy and thus, they are the most energetically favored configurations.
Based on these features, we considered that for LB samples, in which B peak concentration is around 5 Â 10 20 B/ cm 3 , BICs after SPER are mainly in the form of B 2 ($78%), B 3 I($17%) and B 4 I and B 4 I 2 ($5%), whereas for HB samples, with B peak concentration around 2 Â 10 21 B/cm 3 , we considered B 2 ($49%), B 3 I($27%) and B 4 I and B 4 I 2 ($24%). In fact, these conditions lead to the best fitting between simulations and experimental data. Note that once these BICs are transferred into crystalline Si after recrystallization their subsequent evolution takes place in crystalline Si, and thus, it is modeled according to energetics included in Fig. 1 .
C. Results and discussion
In order to investigate the evolution of the electrically active B dose during anneals after SPER, we have compared experimental data with our simulations. Figure 7 shows the time evolution of experimental N a (symbols) for LB (Figs. 7(a) and 7(c)) and HB (Figs. 7(b) and 7(d) ) samples during anneals at 850 C (Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) ) and 1000 C (Figs. 7(c) and 7(d)) after SPER, as extracted from Hall measurements. These figures also include results for N a extracted from two different types of simulation: one of them considered our previous model for BICs that only included small BICs (dashed lines) and other set of simulations were done by using the full extended model for BICs presented in this article (solid lines). Experiments indicate that a small fraction of the initially active B atoms slightly deactivates during anneals at 850 C for both LB and HB samples (Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)). At 1000 C, a fraction of the initially inactive (clustered) B atoms activates for both LB and HB samples (Figs. 7(c) and 7(d) ). At this high temperature, in the case of LB sample the rate of B reactivation decreases as the annealing time increases, whereas for HB sample B initially slightly activates, but later on the annealing B deactivates. A comparison between experiments and simulations reveals that a more accurate agreement is obtained when the full extended model is considered. Moreover, larger discrepancy between simulations with previous and extended model is observed at high temperature anneals, being the difference more significant for the HB sample. This indicates that a significant effect of large BICs only occurs after intense thermal budgets under these experimental conditions.
The analysis of simulations show that during anneals at 850 C B deactivation is mainly controlled by thermally generated Si Is for both LB and HB samples, since EOR defects are far enough (at $950 nm) to avoid their interaction with the B profile (projected range at $120 nm). 33 Simulations also show that the main mechanism for B deactivation is the interaction of Si Is (which are predominantly equilibrium Si Is under these conditions) with electrically active B atoms to form mobile B i pairs that at the same time are able to interact with preexisting BICs by forward reactions given by Eq. (2). Since the transport capability of equilibrium Si Is has a high activation energy (formation energy þ migration energy), 25 only a small fraction of B atoms deactivates and it occurs at a slow rate. During anneals at 1000 C simulations indicate that B slightly reactivates at the beginning of the annealing for LB and HB samples, due to the faster dissolution rate of small BICs compared to their formation rate at high temperatures. 34 However, for long time anneals some B deactivation is again observed for HB sample. Note that for LB sample , in very good agreement with the experimental reported value for low-temperature SPER [7, 8] . Group of two B atoms has the highest probability at the lower B concentration whereas groups containing three or four B atoms become more likely as B concentration increases. no significant B deactivation is observed for long annealing time at 1000 C although some deceleration in B reactivation seems to occur. Simulations indicate that the observed B deactivation or the decrease in the B activation rate observed at long time anneals for HB and LB samples, respectively, is due to the evolution of a fraction of small BICs (such us B 4 ) toward larger and more stable configurations (such as B 6 I, B 7 I, etc.) that are able to form in the presence of such a high B concentration after intense thermal budgets.
Note that the differences observed in Fig. 7 between the simulated active B doses with and without considering the extended model for BICs approximately correspond to the dose of B atoms stored in large BICs obtained by simulations. Thus, simulations indicate that the evolution from small BICs toward large configurations becomes significant at very high B concentrations such as those present in HB sample. This fact has been also experimentally confirmed by EFTEM analyses. Figure 8 includes cross section view EFTEM images obtained from the HB sample annealed at ( Fig. 8(a) ) 850 C, 10 000 s and (Fig. 8(b) ) 1100 C, 30 s.
These images were obtained by using a 4-eV-wide energy window for the plasmon loss peak centered at 22 eV, in order to maximize the cluster contrast with respect to the surrounding matrix. Such energy can be related to the plasmonic loss into these clusters. EFTEM demonstrates the absence of any relevant BIC (with size less than 1-2 nm) just after the SPER anneals at 700 C for both LB and HB samples (not shown in the figure) . However, the formation of large clusters in correspondence of the B peak depth is evident for HB samples annealed at 850 C and 1100 C (Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), respectively). In contrast, for LB samples EFTEM do not reveals in any case appreciable clustering. A B chemical map obtained by selecting the Boron K edge centered at 180 eV for the HB sample annealed at 1100 C for 30 s is also included in Fig. 8(c) . This analysis definitely proves that clusters are rich in B atoms. These analyses also indicate that these large BICs are very stable since they survive after very intense anneals as it is shown in Fig. 8(b) and 8(c) .
A quantitative analysis of the EFTEM data allowed a determination of the size of the observed BICs in HB C performed after SPER. Two different types of simulation are considered: dashed lines represent simulations performed by using our previous model for BICs (which only included small BICs) whereas solid lines correspond to simulations performed by using our full extended model for BICs (which shows a better agreement with experimental data). samples. Thus, for the sample annealed at 850 C for 10 000 s a mean diameter of (8 6 1) nm was obtained whereas for sample annealed at 1100 C for 30 s the mean diameter decreases down to (5 6 1) nm. In addition, it has been possible to calculate concentrations of BICs per unit volume for both samples. Indeed, the electron energy loss technique (EELS), used to collect an energy loss spectrum in the obtaining of EFTEM images, provides a convenient way to estimate the local thickness of the analyzed sample by a straightforward integration of the EELS signal 35 and the knowledge of the electron mean free path for inelastic scattering in the TEM sample. 36 Thus, for the HB sample annealed at 850 C for 10 000 s the density of the observed BICs was about (2.1 6 0.3) Â 10 16 BICs/cm 3 whereas the density increases up to (1.2 6 0.3) Â 10 17 BICs/cm 3 after 1100 C for 30 s. Assuming that large BICs are approximately spherical while atoms are disposed as in the Si lattice, and considering the mean volume of observable BICs, we may estimate the mean number of atoms contained in these BICs. This rough calculation estimates that these BICs could contain thousands or even tens of thousands of atoms. However, in our simulations we consider configurations for large BICs only up to 8 B atoms and some Is, thus containing a significantly lower number of atoms than the estimated mean number of atoms. In fact, these large BICs contain a number of atoms prohibitive for our atomistic simulations. Thus, our extended model for BICs represents a simplified model which is able to capture the main behavior of large BICs avoiding the need of including such large BICs as those experimentally observed.
Finally, another interesting feature revealed by the analysis of experimental data at high B concentrations is an apparent "anomalous" behavior of R S and N a at long time anneals. This anomalous behavior is shown in Fig. 9 (a) (marked with ovals) which plots the evolution of R S and N a extracted from Hall measurements from HB samples at different instants during anneals at 850 C and 1000 C. Experimental data indicate that R S and N a initially evolve with opposite trends, as it is expected assuming that l p is almost constant during N a evolution if high electrically active B concentrations are present. 19 However, at long time anneals at 850 C both R S and N a decrease whereas at long time anneals at 1000 C R S remains approximately constant at the same time that N a decreases, thus both situations suggest that l p is not constant during anneals (according to Eq. (1)).
We have investigated the evolution of l p extracted from Hall measurements during annealing, since it also affects the evolution of R S . Generally, by considering Coulomb scattering it is assumed that l p is mostly dependent on the electrically active (ionized) dopant concentration. 19 Thus, from the analysis of the evolution of the concentration of electrically active B it is possible to infer the evolution of l p by using the analytical expression reported by Masetti et al. 19 In order to analyze the evolution of active B concentration during anneals at 850 and 1000 C and 1000 C performed after SPER. The simulated time evolution of the dose of BICs during anneals is also included. Experiments indicate that sheet resistance and active B dose initially evolve with opposite trends, as it has been generally assumed. However, at long time anneals an "anomalous" behavior (marked with ovals) is observed, since the active B dose decreases at the same time that sheet resistance also decreases (large oval, 850 C) or remains approximately constant (small oval, 1000 C), contrary to expected. This apparently "anomalous" behavior is due to the high increase in mobility observed at long time anneals, contrary to the expected small range of variation of mobility (marked with dashed lines and estimated through Masetti's expression [19] ). A correlation between the high increase in mobility and the high decrease in the simulated density of BICs is observed. This suggests that mobility could be degraded by the presence of large densities of BICs. l p Masetti ) which assumes that hole mobility only depends on electrically active B concentration. 19 Figures 9(b) and 9(c) include the time evolution of experimental l p (extracted from Hall measurements) during anneals at 850 C ( Fig. 9(b) ) and 1000 C (Fig. 9(c) ) SPER for HB sample. For comparison, the expected estimated range of variation of l p Masetti is also marked schematically in the figure. At both annealing temperatures the predictions for l p indicate that it should experience very small variations during annealing, according to the behavior generally assumed. 38 Nevertheless, in spite of the fact that the estimated values predict changes in l p Masetti lower than 5% during both anneals experiments show a significant l p increase ($30%) at long time anneals for both annealing temperatures. This unexpected high increase in l p observed at long time anneals is responsible of the "anomalous" behavior observed in Fig. 9(a) . Moreover, at short annealing times, the l p measured is significantly lower than expected from Masetti et al. whereas at long time anneals better agreement between experimental and expected l p is observed. These results suggest that some relevant difference may exist between short and long time annealed samples which should be responsible for l p degradation at short annealing times. In order to find a possible source for the observed l p degradation we have also included in Figs. 9(b) and 9(c) the time evolution of the simulated density of BICs obtained during anneals at 850 C ( Fig. 9(b) ) and 1000 C (Fig. 9(c) ). Simulations show that the density of BICs is almost constant at the initial stages of the annealing, and it rapidly decreases at long time anneals. These results suggest that initially the large density of BICs may degrade l p at levels even smaller than the values predicted by Masetti et al. During annealing the total density of BICs decreases (through evolution to larger sizes or through dissolution of small BICs), and l p is significantly modified in such a way that variations in l p largely affect the R S value.
Recently, Severac et al. have suggested that BICs could act as additional scattering centers with respect to ionized dopants and phonons, which should be added to Matthiessen's rule as an additional scattering mechanism. 39 In a similar sense, Clarysse et al. reported some deviations between experimental and theoretical values for l p in samples containing BICs, and they attributed this deviation to the presence of electrically inactive B atoms. 40 Our simulations evidenced a clear correlation between the evolutions of the density of BICs and l p . Thus, the large density of BICs obtained in simulations at short annealing times may act as additional scattering centers, lowering l p at levels even smaller than the values predicted by Masetti et al., whereas the decrease in the density of BICs obtained at long time anneals could make their effect in l p practically negligible. Note that the decrease in the density of BICs could be underestimated in our simulations, since for simplicity we considered in our model large BICs significantly smaller than those observed experimentally. Moreover, it is worthy to note that Severac et al. have also found that the presence of high concentrations of BICs could affect not only l p but also the Hall scattering factor r H that should be used in Hall measurements data extraction,which again affects the l p value. 41 In particular these authors found that the generally assumed value for r H in Si (r H ¼ 0.75) should be increased up to values around 0.95 under particular experimental conditions in which very high concentrations of BICs are present. The authors again attributed this increase in r H to the possible presence of additional scattering centers that can suppose the existence of very large concentrations of BICs. Nevertheless, the experimental data extracted by Hall measurements included in this article considered the generally assumed value for r H in Si (r H ¼ 0.75). Note that if a higher value for r H were considered in our experimental data for annealing times at which the density of BICs is very high (i.e., data at short time annealed samples), l p values at these instants would be even more degraded. This would make the variations in mobility during annealing even more significant, thus making the general assumption of small variations in l p during N a and R S evolution even more erroneous.
Another possible effect on l p could due to strained Si considerations. Romano et al. have investigated the origin of the experimentally observed dependence of l p on the dopant species in heavily B-doped Si. 42 These authors suggested that the relatively high l p values experimentally observed in highly B-doped Si (at concentration higher than 10 19 B/cm 3 ), which has been analytically expressed by Masetti et al., is due to the tensile strain induced by substitutional B which increases l p . On the other hand, Bisognin et al. have evidenced that BICs could induce compressive strain which is found to be proportional to the clustered B amount. 43 Therefore, the compressive strain induced by the large density of BICs obtained in simulations at short annealing times could partially compensate the tensile strain of substitutional B, thus degrading l p toward unstrained Si mobility values.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
An extended model for B clustering in Si have been developed, which accounts for the eventual enhanced stability of BICs for high B concentrations while still maintaining the validity of previous models for low and medium B concentrations. In order to account for different evolutions of BICs observed under diverse experimental conditions, four main regions or type of B n I m configurations have been defined in the model: a region that includes small BICs (n 4) that reproduce experimental data at low and medium B concentration; a region that considers very stable large BICs (n > 4, m ( n) that form only in the presence of high B concentration and low flux of Si Is; a region that includes less stable large BICs (n > 4 and large amount of Is) that can form in the presence of high B concentration and high flux of Si Is; and finally, a region that considers quite unstable large BICs (n > 4 and intermediate amount of Is) that act as a barrier among less stable and very stable large BICs.
Experimental data complemented with an atomistic KMC simulation study on B activation in preamorphized Si in such a way that EOR defects are far from the B profile have been also presented. Simplified simulations that include the recently experimentally deduced value of B diffusivity in amorphous Si have allowed us to simulate the BIC formation in amorphous Si and estimate the BIC configurations that with more probability result after recrystallization of preamorphized layers containing high concentration B profiles. Our simulations suggest B 2 , B 3 I, B 4 I, and B 4 I 2 small BIC configurations as the more probable and energetically favored BICs after recrystallization, with ratios that depend on B concentration. Under these conditions simulations show that B deactivation during anneals after SPER occurs through the interaction of thermally equilibrium Si Is with active B atoms, leading to the formation of B i pairs that are able to interact with pre-existing small BICs. EFTEM images and simulations indicate that a significant fraction of the pre-existing BICs evolve into large and very stable BIC configurations if very high B concentrations are present. Moreover, Hall measurements combined with simulations indicate that the presence of large densities of BICs in highly B-doped samples implies a significant degradation of hole mobility. As a consequence, the value of the sheet resistance, and thus the device performance, is not only determined by the amount of electrically active B dose, but also by the electrically inactive BICs. This result is very relevant in the evaluation of sheet resistance and dopant activation, since the generally assumed opposite evolution of these magnitudes-by considering negligible changes in hole mobilitycould lead to erroneous conclusions.
